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From first drives and tests of the hottest new supercars and classic muscle cars to the latest
automotive news from around the world, to the incredible machinery and personalities from
beyond the automotive mainstream, the Motor Trend channel has it all, delivered daily. You'll
find performance reviews in our series Chris Harris Drives, the best power laps from The Stig
and super cars being put up against each other in our Drag Races. Sydney, Australia About
Youtuber Mighty Car Mods is an independent automotive series created by a couple of friends,
Marty and Moog who started filming videos on Martys mum's driveway in They've come a long
way since then but still have an unwavering focus to show their viewers fantastic automotive
projects that they can do themselves at home. New Jersey, United States About Youtuber Learn
how to fix your own car with my easy to follow, step-by-step how to style videos for both
beginners and experts. Save money, know the job is getting done properly, and feel great after
you fix your own car! Visit Jay Leno's Garage, the Emmy-winning series where Jay Leno gives
car reviews, motorcycle reviews, compares cars, and shares his passion and expertise on
anything that rolls, explodes, and makes noise. Classic cars, restomods, super cars like the
McLaren P1, sports cars like Porsche Spyder and Camaro Z28, cafe racers, vintage cars, and
much more. New York, United States About Youtuber DRIVE celebrates the culture of cars,
taking our audience on the road, to the races, to the factories, to the studios -- and to other
places car lovers have always wanted to go, but never had the chance. United States About
Youtuber This is the people's automotive channel! Learn how to fix your car and how it works.
I've been an auto mechanic for the past 50 years and I'm here to share my knowledge with you.
Subscribe us to get videos about supercars from Supercar Blondie. London, England, United
Kingdom About Youtuber Buying a new car is one of the most exciting purchases most people
make, but it's often let down by the experience. Trudging round the dealers, haggling over price,
always wondering if you're getting a good deal. It contains awesome hoonage, caught on tape.
My dream car is a Ferrari Challenge Stradale, hence the screen name 'Strad'man. We are one of
the biggest car review channels in Europe with over 12 million views every month and
Screaming exhausts, whining superchargers and blowing turbo's is what you want to hear! Ann
Arbor , Michigan, United States About Youtuber Vehicle-Virgins was founded to help you make
one of the most important decisions of your life: buying your first car! As we evolved, we began
reviewing all kinds of cars and now seek to offer the most exciting, informative, and exclusive
auto videos on YouTube. Shmee, who travels the world to seek out the greatest and most
exclusive automotive content possible. He captures the content using his signature video selfie
technique! This channel is about him living the supercar dream. Canada About Youtuber
DailyDrivenExotics is currently a supercar media outlet that features unique content of
supercars being driven in all types of extreme weather, locations and stunts! Subscribe for
weekly videos showcasing our vehicles, innovation and stories that inspire you to go further.
Our videos are here for your entertainment, and you are welcome to use the share and embed
links for all our videos, but the videos themselves are property of Ford Motor Company. United
States About Youtuber YouCar is a webzine devoted exclusively to the international world of
automobile. Discover all new luxury cars before anyone else! At the lowest time in my life, I
created a youtube channel that has forever changed my perspective. With their support, we
were able to create a brand that does nothing more than deliver the message that has fueled my
life, 'Keep Moving Forward'. You can watch some of the rarest, fastest, loudest, most expensive
and most exotic cars in the world. Subscribe us to get the greatest and most exclusive
automotive content possible. All the pictures, images, photographs, video are the property of
Automobili Lamborghini spa are covered. It covers everything from how-to auto repair, to
building a killer street machine. A place where Chris and his friends document their life with
cars. We fix cars, we break cars, we buy, sell, and trade cars all with the ultimate goal of having
fun. Check it out! Discover all new cars before anyone else. United States About Youtuber We're
gearheads at heart with a passion for filming and producing racing videos! We upload weekly
so please subscribe and stay tuned!! It provides detailed, in depth looks at rare, unique, as well
as consumer based cars to give everyone a greater perspective on the automotive world; Where
we've been and where we're heading. I'm just a simple dude who loves cars,video games, and
life and wants to share my automotive world with you. United States About Youtuber Here you
will find entertaining and informative videos. I hope to bring a young fresh vibe to the
automotive category. I will post just about everything you can think of relating to cars. Such as
reviews, road trips, car shows, accelerations, vlogs, races, repairs there will be a lot and a
bunch of other content. I make car videos and put them on the internet. No Hollywood, no
bosses, no bullshit. From our brains to your eyes and ears, this is The Smoking Tire. Italy About
Youtuber Gommeblog. Discover all new cars before anyone else! Experience the history of
Porsche motor sports and behind-the-scenes footage in moving pictures. About Youtuber
Carfection is a home for everyone who has a passion for cars. Boulder , Colorado, United States

About Youtuber Automotive news, views, and real-world reviews from an 'everyman'
perspective. Having a wealth of knowledge in cars, and business advice, this is a one stop shop
for any gear head and entrepreneur. Dahm's specialty in Lamborghini's and Mazda RX-7's make
for some interesting auto adventures. Building an empire himself, Rob Dahm also expresses his
love for business. United States About Youtuber Petrolicious creates quality, original videos
and articles for classic car enthusiasts. We celebrate the inventions, the personalities, and the
aesthetics that ignite our collective lust for great machines. We are fans and fanatics, collectors
and racers. We seek to inform, entertain, and inspire our community of aficionados and pique
the interest of those who have been missing out. Discover all the exclusive contents and share
Ferrari official point of view: F1 tests, interviews, focus on new and historical GT cars,
curiosities and extra on the most desired Ferrari products. No, we're not race car drivers or
action-flick stunt doubles -- sure, that'd be pretty sweet -- but we've got a trump card that takes
us to new heights on the awesomeness scale: we know our stuff and we're in love with what we
do -- that's rare these days. Molsheim, Alsace, France About Youtuber From their venerable
home in Molsheim, France, Bugatti craft the most exquisite and powerful super-sportcars in the
world. Each and every Bugatti is masterfully assembled by hand at the futuristic Atelier,
precisely to a customer's bespoke request. My channel covers anything and everything about
supercar spotting in Central London to driving a hot hatch across Europe to race to the Monaco
F1 Grand Prix! Expect high octane videos, funny moments and beautiful supercars and
locations! United Kingdom About Youtuber Autocar, the world's leading motoring magazine and
website, delivers industry-leading news, the most in-depth car reviews and opinion from our
team of experts. Our presenters include some of the world's top motoring journalists who have
unrivalled access to the world's fastest, rarest, most exotic and most exciting cars on some of
the world's best roads and race tracks. Our spoken POV reviews give further insight into the
driving experience of our test cars. Winding Road specializes in POV driving videos recorded
with high quality in-ear binaural audio. Italy About Youtuber Are you a car fan? Well this is the
channel for you! My name is Nick and I'm an italian car lover with a big passion for filming. Here
you will find over videos taken all around the world about Super cars, Race cars, Rally cars,
Drift cars and basically everything that has four wheels and an engine! We bring you the latest
and greatest from the world's automotive industry; from high-end exotic supercars to new-car
reviews--we cover it all. Italy About Youtuber Hey there! Gurgaon , India About Youtuber This
channel gives some free and valuable advice about new, old and upcoming automobile related
products to customers so that they can take right decision. Montreal, Canada About Youtuber
On our channel we upload daily, our original, short, min walkaround videos of Cars and
Motorcycles. In most of our videos, we take a look at the exterior design and interior
arrangements of the vehicle, so you can receive a general idea and appreciation of a certain
brand or model. Car news, road tests, and other gubbins with a UK focus. United States About
Youtuber D. We're the only automotive brand that's approved by the Plain English Campaign,
delivering you clear, concise and easy to understand information about the things that really
matter when you're choosing - and buying - your next car. Discover more about our luxury
SUVs. Experience the class leading design, innovative technology and advanced engineering
that gives Land Rovers the versatility and capability to help you make more of your world.
Experience off-road adventure. Gain an understanding of the processes and technology
involved in vehicle production, from conception to creation. United States About Youtuber If it
has wheels Drifting, hooning, and shenanigans straight out of central Florida! I'm relatively new
to YouTube, but I'm excited to show you guys all the awesome stuff that goes down, and try to
teach a thing or two about drifting. It's my hope and desire to produce videos that provide
accurate information saving you time and money while sharing my love for fixing cars, my
knowledge and my experiences with you as I travel through automotive repairs day to day in the
shop. We're first with the big new car reviews, breaking car news and coverage of the big
international motor shows but you'll also find epic supercar track battles, drag races, top 10
'best car' videos and car vs bike shootouts. Join me as I attend different events throughout the
UK whilst also bringing you the latest from the London supercar scene, travelling through
Europe on supercar tours, following the F1 circuit around the world and collaborating with other
petrol heads! To reach for dreams once thought impossible. Shatter records, once thought
unbreakable. Imagine mobility in areas once thought immobile. But for every dream realized,
there has been another eager to take its place, challenging us to not just dream the impossible,
but also to achieve it. A father and son duo scavenging the web along with the north east texas
woods in search of rusty relics. United States About Youtuber Videos covering technology, the
automotive sector and life. We do our best as a private group to post real world videos free of
sponsorships, endorsements and stick with entertaining content. We are privately funded. This
channel is a place for us to communicate globally with Toyota fans through a variety of

information about Toyota cars. United States About Youtuber Autogefhl is your number one
resource for in-depth car reviews and your number one community to discuss cars. United
States About Youtuber Alright whats going on guys! Chris Rudnik here! I love cars! If you like
slammed cars, drifting and love to laugh subscribe to my channel! Toronto, Ontario, Canada
About Youtuber AutoGuide reviews the latest new cars with test drives, car comparisons and
shootouts plus coverage of breaking auto industry news, auto shows, rumors and spy photos.
Help shop for your new car with informative car buying tips and car recall news, and be
entertained with feature stories, Top 10s and car review videos. New Videos uploaded everyday.
Show 76 to Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and
youtube channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on
Feedspot using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds
them to a relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness ,
social metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top Car Youtube Channels.
Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts
whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories. For
Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Latest Car Videos Sportcars Arriving! February
16, Continue with Google. Last Updated: July 8, References. This article was co-authored by our
trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness.
There are 13 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This
article has been viewed 69, times. Learn more Old photos can be wonderful mementos of the
past. However, old photos may also gather dirt and develop stains. Luckily, with the right
supplies, you can easily clean and restore old photos. It's important to make digital copies first,
as there's always a risk of damage when cleaning photos. To clean old photos, start by laying
the photograph on top of a towel on a clean, flat surface. Next, use a can of compressed air to
blow away any dirt or dust from the photogragh. If the photo is particularly delicate, you can use
a soft cleaning brush instead. Then, dry the photo with a hairdryer set on high heat, holding it
10 inches away from the picture to avoid heat damage. For tips on how to clean rare
photographs, such as ambrotypes and daguerrotypes, read on! Did this summary help you?
Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow,
and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods.
Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of Scan digital images first.
Before you begin the cleaning process, back up your photos digitally. While proper cleaning
minimizes the risk of damage, it does not completely eliminate it. Scan your photos onto your
computer and save them before attempting to clean them. Use supplies specifically made for
cleaning photographs. As old photos are delicate, you should never use generic cleaning
supplies on them. You should use photograph emulsion cleaner and wipes specifically made for
cleaning photographs only. These items can sometimes be difficult to find in stores, but should
be easy to purchase online. They resemble normal cleaning wipes and spray cleaners, but use
less harsh ingredients. Do not substitute cleaners. While getting specialized supplies is a
hassle, it's worth the extra cost to avoid damaging your photographs. Put on editing gloves.
Before handling your photographs, put on a pair of clean editing gloves. Like other supplies for
cleaning photographs, these can be purchased online. It's important to use editing gloves over
generic gloves when cleaning photographs. Method 2 of Place the photograph on top of a towel.
Lay a clean towel down over a flat surface. Place your photographs on the towel. Make sure to
wear your editing gloves, even at the beginning of the process, to avoid damage. Brush off dirt.
Use a can of compressed air. Blow the air over the photo to remove any stuck on dirt or dust.
You can also use a soft cleaning brush, which may work better for very delicate photos. It's
important you get any dust and dirt off before wiping down the photos. You do not want to get
debris plastered onto the photos when wiping them down. Wipe off any lingering debris. Take
your cleaning pads. Gently wipe down the surface of the photographs to remove any residue
left on the photos. Use extremely slow hand movements to avoid tearing the photographs. Move
the wipes over the photograph, removing any set-in debris and dirt as you go. You should
always closely read the manufacturer's instructions before using a cleaning pad. Dry your
photographs. Hold a hairdryer set on high heat about 10 inches away from your photo. Move the
hair dryer back and forth slowly. This should dry the photo off. Keep moving the hair dryer back
and forth until the photo is completely dry. Seek professional help for difficult stains. Some
photographs may have very set in stains that do not respond to routine cleaning. You do not

want to use harsh cleaners or clean your photographs too aggressively on your own. Look
online to find professional photography cleaning services in your area in the event you're
dealing with very difficult stains. It's better to spend extra money on professional services than
risk damaging irreplaceable old photographs. Method 3 of Clean only the viewing glass of
ambrotypes. Ambrotypes are old photos that often consist of two plates of glass. One plate
contains the image while the other, the viewing glass, covers the image. Only clean the viewing
glass and only do so if you know which is the viewing glass. The viewing glass should be
cleaned with cotton swabs dipped in alcohol. Only do a light wipe down, to rub away any
unwanted dirt and grime. Stay away from the corners and sides when cleaning, as you do not
want any liquid to seep into the picture and harm the image. You can sometimes tell by
examining the photo carefully. Photographers often used a black lacquer on one side of the
glass to darken it. The image is found on the glass opposite the black lacquer. If you do not
know for sure which side is the viewing glass, take your ambrotype to a professional. You can
severely damage ambrotype pictures by cleaning the glass that contains the image. Do not
clean daguerreotypes. Daguerreotypes are another antique form of photography from the 19th
Century. Due to their extremely delicate nature, daguerreotypes should not be cleaned by
amateur collectors. Always take daguerreotypes to a professional for cleaning. If you can't find
one close by, see if you can find a professional you can work with long distance. Someone may
be willing to mail your photos back and forth. Use compressed air on vintage cartes and cabinet
cards. Vintage cartes and cabinet cards should never be cleaned with liquid. Blow a can of
compressed air above these types of photos to remove dirt and debris. If dirt is not removed
with compressed air, use a very soft brush to wipe it away using extremely delicate motions. In
this case, seek professional cleaning services. Method 4 of Store your photographs in a dry
environment. Once your old photographs are clean, store them in a protected area that is also
dry. You can, for example, put them in an envelope and store them in a drawer in your home
that is not prone to moisture or humidity. This should keep your photos in good shape after the
cleaning process. You can check online to find companies in your area that provide specialized
storage for old, valuable photographs. Remove new stains quickly. The quicker you clean out
stains, the better. If you spill anything on an old photograph, or get dirt on it with your fingers,
clean it promptly to prevent the stains from becoming set. Swish the photograph around to
remove any stains. Minimize how often you handle old photographs. Handling old photographs
infrequently will protect them from damage. Old photographs are fragile, so it's important not to
over handle them. Only handle photographs when absolutely necessary, such as when you're
moving. For the most part, keep them in storage to preserve them over time. This way, if you
want to look at old photographs, you can do so on screen to avoid handling them. No, I wouldn't
recommend using sanitizer as it might damage your photo. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Get it done
professionally, especially if it has "silvered. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Unanswered Questions. Can
I use spectacle lens wipes to clean an old photo? How do I clean 62 year old wedding photos?
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this
service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are
carefully reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References
4. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 5. Updated: July 8, Categories: Cleaning.
Article Summary X To clean old photos, start by laying the photograph on top of a towel on a
clean, flat surface. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 69, times. I felt in
a beautiful way like I was a pupil in elementary school. Did this article help you? Cookies make
wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Mohamed Al
Mazrouei Nov 22, Related Articles How to. Categories Home and Garden Housekeeping
Cleaning. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy.
Follow Us. Sniff 'em out: Learn the top 5 signs someone is lying to you Take the Course. X Help
us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! We try to be a helpful discussion-driven
community while maintaining high-quality discourse and topical content. We are not a
concierge or estimating service, a promotional platform, Consumer Reports, or a replacement
for a phone call or Google search. Weekly dream car fantasy thread. One Million subscribers!
Show Video Threads? Helpful bits. Trying to identify a car? Tint questions and advice? Post
them here. Tire reviews? Tires questions? Remote starter advice. For information on content
removal, user warnings, and bans, please see the Chain of Action page. The wonderful and epic
tale of Yoshi the Yaris. Forget the trunk monkey, check out trash pandas. Doug DeMuro
Returns. Car and Driver Lightning Lap. Lemons Racing Randy Nonnenberg from BringaTrailer.
LA Auto Show organizers Doug Demuro. GM Designer Brian Baker. Motor Trend. Photographer:
Larry Chen. I don't like his content, or his personality, and I know he's been involved in a ton of
drama before but I have no clue what he's talking about in specific. With all my biases out of the

way, I can't help but feel like this was an incredibly insincere apology. The way he talks is just
off-putting and doesn't look right. But tbf, I don't think I've ever seen him be sincere on his
youtube channel before so idk. Anybody think they will give this channel another shot?
Personally I think he burned too many bridges and alienated too many people over the past
several years not just this year as he suggested. Who cares? All of these rich kid clickbait
Youtube channels are the same. Whether it's VV or someone else, there's plenty of this type of
content out there if that is your thing. This is a total yawn-fest. You know why these apology
videos always cut to a different scene after the person says they are sorry? Because they've
edited out the completely disingenuous expression on their face. Maybe he's genuine, maybe
he's not. In this case the guy has been known as an entitled douche bag for years, so even if
you take him at his word and "explain away" this year's behavior, he is still pretty unlikeable. In
today's climate you aren't allowed to question someone if they blame anxiety or depression. But
if someone acts like a jerk for years, and then REALLY acts like a jerk for one year, is mental
health really to blame, or did it just exacerbate what was already there? Its an easy out to
attempt to sweep wrongs under the rug. I didnt respect this guy anyway, but if an apology
contains anything regarding this anymore on youtube i just assume its just an easy way out
from fuck ups. Like him not paying back Rob Dahm when he destroyed his hood on his RX-7, is
anyone gonna belive the reason he didnt pay him back was because he was depressed? Cmon
dude, give me a break, this guy is such a fucking tool. Hope this "comeback" does nothing for
him, just dissapear again please. Agreed especially since in this case he was like it way before
he says getting off his meds and the drugs started. I don't know anything about these people,
but knowing a fair bit about mental health, depression isn't a reason not to pay someone back.
This guy needs to learn to be an adult and take actual responsibility if he did something like
that, by apologizing and paying the other guy back with interest, and NOT making a video about
that. Doing it privately would show genuine maturity. That's apparently a tall order for this boy a
man would take responsibility. I left my 2 cents on his video. Going to copy paste it here
because anything I would type would be roughly the same gist: It's funny you say you were
toxic in I used to follow you. Your toxic behavior didn't start in It started years before that. When
you screwed your partner over, Rob Dahm over and continued to act like the hot doo doo you
think you are. You are part of the D squad of automotive creators on this platform. I could list
the others, but I am going to refrain from that since this isn't about them. It's about you. I am not
going to dispute mental issues, or speak ill about that. It is real and I suffer from some of that
stuff myself. But to just come out and blame it on is a punk move. If you and the people reading
this comment are objective the toxic stuff has been going on for a very long time. I doubt you
will ever find your old self at this stage. You lost it the moment your subscriber number went to
your head. Good luck Parker. I hope you get in a good mental space so you can be honest with
yourself and your subscribers. While neither one was entertaining on their own, atleast between
the two of them there was this enthusiastic nerdiness that was kinda fun to watch. I remember
meeting this guy at a big car event in the Detroit area a handful of years ago. He seemed nice
enough at the time and wanted to chat. But it appears he and his channel changed drastically
when he left Michigan. It started with him burning bridges with Eddie and I never followed his
channel since. I don't feel sorry for him. Money helps, but losing your mental clarity, friends,
and network is a shattering experience for any human, rich or poor. What a bull crap to gain
viewers. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. All
rights reserved. Want to join? Log in or sign up in seconds. Submit a new link. Submit a new
text post. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and directly support Reddit. We're
Reddit's central hub for vehicle-related discussion, industry news, reviews, projects, videos,
DIY guides, advice, stories, and more. Who we are: We try to be a helpful discussion-driven
community while maintaining high-quality discourse and topical content. Who we aren't: We are
not a concierge or estimating service, a promotional platform, Consumer Reports, or a
replacement for a phone call or Google search. No direct image links. Helpful bits Have you
Googled it yet? Post them here Tire reviews? Remote starter advice Car trouble? Please do not
delete your threads. Our banned domain list Self-promotion guidelines For information on
content removal, user warnings, and bans, please see the Chain of Action page. The wonderful
and epic tale of Yoshi the Yaris Forget the trunk monkey, check out trash pandas. Welcome to
Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become a Redditor and join one of thousands of
communities. Want to add to the discussion? Post a comment! Create an account. A YouTube
video shows what happens when a motorist refuses to hand over his documents to a police
officer in a Texas traffic stop. On May 2, an officer with the Addison Police Department stopped
year-old Scott Richardson for driving 50 mph in a 40 mph zone. After Richardson's repeated
refusal to show identification, the officer opened a baton, smashed Richardson's mostly-raised
driver-side window, opened the door, removed Richardson and arrested him. The exchange

leading up to the window smash appears typical of encounters between law enforcement and
so-called "sovereign citizens"â€”a small but growing movemen t of people who deny that they
are subjects of state or federal government. After several minutes of argument, the officer said,
"sir I'm going to tell you one more time, I need your driver's license and proof of insurance,
please. Otherwise I'm going to charge you with failure to identify. For about four minutes the
two spar, with the officer repeating requests for identification. Richardson alleges he committed
no crime. That doesn't stand up to the Texas transportation code , which allows government to
enforce speed limits. He also claims the U. Supreme Court case Brown v. Texas established that
law enforcement was not allowed to demand a citizen's identification unless he was seen
committing a felony. This also is inaccurateâ€”the case established that officers needed
probable cause to detain and ID a citizen. Speeding qualifies as probable cause. When the
argument proves futile, the officer smashes Richardson's window and removes him from the
car. David Margulies, a spokesman for the Addison Police Department, said the officer was
"absolutely" in the right so break the window. Richardson, who apparently posted the video to
YouTube, could not be immediately reached for comment. He was arrested and charged with
driving with an invalid license, having expired license plates and failing to present his driver's
license upon demand. The officer issued a warning for the traffic violations. Most Popular Like
summer camp for grown-ups: The pandemic is changing the digital Today's Picks. NASA's
Perseverance has famous connection. Don't buy a portable generator for your emergency kit
just yet. You're paying too much for wine, unless you've gotten this deal. Make social videos in
an instant: use custom templates to tell the right story for your business. Click here to watch
his videos youtube. He is voiced by Owen Wilson in both films. Lightning McQueen is selfish,
arrogant, and over-confident as he believes that he can win the Piston Cup on his own without
help from any pit crews or coach. However, he is also something of a perfectionist, and will not
cease to get something done right even if it wasn't in his best interest to indulge in it in the first
place, as seen when he was tasked by the townscars to fix the road that he himself destroyed
when he first arrived at their place. Lightning McQueen is running in the race to win the Piston
Cup, with the incentive that the winner would be a great candidate for Dinoco's new mascot their old mascot, Strip Weathers, is retiring. However during the race he denies tire changes
from his pit crew, requesting only gas. Lightning McQueen is about to win the race by several
car lengths, when 'The King' is wrecked badly by Hicks. Lightning is reminded of Doc Hudson's
horrible crash that brought an end to his career, and skids to a stop just in front of the finish
line. McQueen heads back down the track to save The King and help him across the finish line
to give him a respectable finish for his final race, coming in third place. Create Make social
videos in an instant: use custom templates to tell the right story for your business. Screen
Recorder Record and instantly share video messages from your browser. Live Streaming
Broadcast your events with reliable, high-quality live streaming. Enterprise Get your team
aligned with all the tools you need on one secure, reliable video platform. Log in Join New video
Upload. Create a video. Go live. Menu Search. More stuff. Please enable JavaScript to
experience Vimeo in all of its glory. However during the race he denies tire changes from his pit
crew, requesting only gas Lightning McQueen is about to win the race by several car lengths,
when 'The King' is wrecked badly by Hicks. YouTube is a hub of millions of car YouTube videos
that keep the tech and automobile nuts going on with their passion and interest. There are
channels that are specifically dealing with usual car making, trade, stunt technologies,
beautification, details etc. With a diverse mindset, car enthusiasts vary from each other in terms
of their interests and opinions. While some may enjoy simple car driving and tester video
content many will also opt for the car making, manufacturing and customizing videos. Out of all
the amazing car YouTube channels, we have listed a few best ones that are worth
binge-watching for references. With over 3. The channel was started by two friends Marty and
Moog who wanted to make cars and film them for their uniqueness. This duo is known for
making and customizing all sorts of automobiles at their home and working on creative projects
while capturing the journey, editing and publishing them. With a whopping 3. Jay owns some of
the finest, exotic, rare car models that make him the right person reviewing the rest. The
channel has over 3 million subscribers and is full of jaw-dropping, fact revealing videos coming
every Sunday. She buys cars of all types and transforms them into marvellous customised
beasts and beauties in their own ways. Right from the engine swaps to the unique rebuilding of
cars from the scratch, she does it all. Emelia vlogs her day to day life on the streets and inside
the garage while giving useful tips on handling cars. The magazine Motor Trend from the s has
changed into one of the most popular amazing car YouTube channels. With a massive following
over 6 million subscribers now, Motor Trend channel is a hub of great automobile videos
including reviews, races, track days, classic car shows, important interviews, rebuilding and
making customised cars. This offshoot from the traditional print magazine is performing great

with the latest updated content and videos. The channel has over 2. It is definitely fun to drive
around in the new car but it is even more interesting to know how it was build and the major
technicalities behind the simple functions. The channel is hosted by Jason Fenske who
simplifies the complexities behind the making of a car and thereby making it very interesting for
automobile maniacs. Out of all his videos, the best part is the reviews where he puts forward
details to look for while purchasing a car and the complete efficiency of any vehicles. It is surely
worth the time. A channel dedicated just towards solving car problems and enhancing its
efficiency as well as performance on road. With over 1. The channel is majorly dedicated
towards luxury cars and their reviews. It is known mostly for the amazing behind the scenes of
cars and their history in the form of a story. With all those luxury car videos and their reviews,
Carfection is one of the perfect car YouTube channels to visit. Peppy, chirpy, sane in her way.
Fond of murder mystery and non-fictional books. Open politics enthusiast and an agnostic
atheist. Looks for wackiness in normalcy, adulting at her own pace! Post Comment. Our Data.
Contact us. Terms Privacy. Video Intelligence. Brand Safety. Creator Dashboard. MCN Software.
Country Reports. Industry Reports. Branded Content. Ad Insights. Custom Insights.
Engineering Explained The channel has over 2. EricTheCarGuy A channel dedicated just
towards solving car problems and enhancing its efficiency as well as performance on road.
Carfection The channel is majorly dedicated towards luxury cars and their reviews. Salorita
Mohanty Peppy, chirpy, sane in her way. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Related Posts. Salorita Mohanty. Home Latest Topics Newsletters Reports. If
you love cars as much as we do at CashForCars. As people all over the world stay indoors
trying to keep themselves busy with work or hours of Netflix and YouTube; you might need
some guidance to sort out what YouTube channels are actually worth watching. They have
hundreds of videos that cover a variety of topics in a hilarious, yet informative way! They have
been around since but have made a huge splash in the automotive genre of YouTube with their
humor and daily videos. With the amount of variety that they have on this YouTube channel,
there is always plenty of fun and laughs to be had when watching Donut Media! There is so
much variety, humor, and things to learn when watching Donut Media, it is more than
binge-worthy material and one of the best car YouTube channels! Doug DeMuro is a car writer
and columnist for Oversteer, an Autotrader car news and reviews site. He regularly reviews cars
on Oversteer, as well as posts car review videos on YouTube. In the past, he has reviewed cars
as mundane as the Ford Fiesta and as extravagant and expensive as the Bugatti Veyron and the
Ferrari LaFerrari. If you love cars and want an honest opinion and review from someone who
has significant experience in the auto industry, Doug is a qualified reviewer with plenty to say
about each car he reviews and more content than you could ever watch! He owns cars and
motorcycles. This kind of collection is unheard of from anything other than a museum. He has
special celebrity guests on his YouTube channel very often which he takes to drive around in
cars from his massive collection. Some of the more notable cars he owns are:. It is definitely
one of the best car YouTube channels! They do a variety of content as well; challenges, car
build breakdowns, the occasional driving tutorial, among other countless topics and videos. If
you prefer racing, burnouts, and lots and lots of burning rubber; the Hoonigans is your best bet.
ChrisFix is different than every other YouTube on this list. Because instead of destroying your
car, like Hoonigans, or learning about racing history or how your car works, like Donut Media;
ChrisFix shows you how to fix your car. He has over videos of tutorials on how to fix various
parts of your car. ChrisFix has other content as well, such as product reviews, general
knowledge about vehicles, questions answered, as well as many other topics. If you need help
replacing just about anything on your car, ChrisFix is a great place to start! If this is you, we
know just the place to get a down payment for your new classic ride. The easiest, fastest, and
most convenient way to sell your car is CashForCars. All it takes is 5 to 10 minutes of your time
by filling out this offer form , a call with our offer specialists, and your old boring car will be
gone in 24 hours or less. We also spotlight the amazing communities where you can find us and
our incredible employees! Let us know what you think of this blog and if you have any
corrections or what you would like to see in the future on our socials! Home The CashForCars.
Thank you for reading! Receive an instant quote on your vehicle and have it emailed directly to
your inbox. Get Started! Recent Blog Posts. Car Lingo Sep. Looking for new ways to get your
car fix? Try these car-related YouTube channels to keep your mind shifting gears when you
need a little entertainment. With the internet, your car enthusiasm knows no bounds. YouTube
is home to millions of videos about cars, but several channels stick out to us that we love to
pass around here at the office from time to time. To learn about all things car, check out Donut
Media. Looking for a new vehicle? This channel can help you compare makes and models. Want
to know how engines work? Head over to the Science Garage and find out. Donut Media offers
resources for both novice and veteran car enthusiasts who enjoy learning about cars and car

humor. Want to know more about how cars work? Learn How Engines Work here. The duo takes
cars ready to be modified and transforms them before your eyes in half an hour or more. Emelia
Hartford is known around YouTube for her builds and modifications. Based out of California,
Hartford buys cars and turns them back into their best or craziest self. From engine swaps to
complete rebuilds, Emelia vlogs her days in the garage and on the streets. Car reviews, first
looks, and opinions can be found on the TFLNow channel. The Fast Lane Car and Truck
versions is a digital publication where car enthusiasts come together to write about the latest
and greatest in the auto industry. The TFLNow crew gives you real feedback you can trust when
looking into a new vehicle or just wanting to know more about one before it hits production.
Fenske pulls apart and explains the simple to complex parts and pieces of vehicles to help
those watching understand how cars work. He also reviews the overall efficiency of vehicles,
the best parts to look for, and anything else under the sun where science and cars intersect.
Hosted by Robert Llewellyn and Jonny Smith, this YouTube channel is full of first looks of
upcoming electric cars and trucks with insider details and test drives. Buzz Release. Need to
diagnose your car problems? Check out Eric The Car Guy. From check engine lights to part
replacement tutorials, Eric really is THE car guy. With tutorials, tips, and tricks, you can
maintain your vehicle just by scrolling through his video playlists. Check out his channel here
to see what you can learn. Harry, known for creating EVO magazine and a veteran car
enthusiast, takes you through his garage of unique cars. Harry takes you through the nitty-gritty
of his endless collection, as well as through his reviews of cars on and off-road. He even goes
into detail about how much is spent on his garage full of cars which is just as costly as you may
think. YouTube has something for every car enthusiast. Hop on, press play, and let the car
entertainment begin! Erin loves nothing more than a good road trip. To her, getting behind the
wheel is one of the biggest adventures you can take because it can lead to anywhere. Her
motto: Life is a scenic road, take your time and enjoy the ride. Another YouTube that has saved
me a lot of money over the years is Bundys Garage. HE should have more subscribers than he
does cause he puts out quality work. Check him out! Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. We make shopping for your next vehicle as easy as
search, click, done. Shop millions of cars with the transparency you need to buy confidently,
because car shopping should be as fun as the drive. Pop Culture. Tags: Pop Culture. Erin
Maxson February 5, Donut Media Youtube. Might Car Mods Youtube. Amelia Hartford Youtube.
TFL Now Youtube. Engineering Explained Youtube. Fully Charged Show Youtube. Eric The Car
Guy Youtube. Top 10 Road Trip Movies. Read more. Erin Maxson Erin loves nothing more than a
good road trip. Previous Article. Next Article. Chuck Stevens September 8, Leave a Comment
Cancel Comment Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. New Mitsubishi
Outlander Revealed News. Top Base Trims of Comparisons. Subscribe For the Inside Scoop!
Most Popular. Rated 1 By Car Buyers. Get to Know Us. All rights reserved. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. This is a very
affordable and easy to learn hand control. The Z portable hand control is not ideal for
individuals with limited hand dexterity. Quadriplegics may not have success using the Z
portable hand control. If you are not satisfied with the Automotive Hand Controls please return
them within 7 days for a full refund minus the shipping charges. Designed in Sweden - comes
with a strap to brace the hand controls to the steering column. You don't have to grip these, just
have to be able to push on them. Skip to main content. Consider these available items.
Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Z This
fits your. More to consider from our brands. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Freedom Staff 2. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Package Dimensions Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions
and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I purchased the full set four
months ago, but use only the brake control. I was about to give up on driving altogether until I
decided to get this, even though it seemed a bit pricey. I'm glad I let desperation overrule
tightfistedness. The engineering that went into the design is impressive in its simplicity, a big
plus for a non-mechanically gifted nerd like myself. I do give myself credit for being patient
enough to try it out on clear, flat terrain before doing city driving. Setting it up is as easy as
other reviews have noted, and taking it off is even easier. It can be a bit tricky at night in my

Honda Fit switching the high beams on and off while pushing the brake handle in, but again
practice is the key to building confidence. I'm 75 and won't be driving forever, but it's good to
know I'm good to go. I've been driving with hand controls for more than 3 decades. This is one
of the easier and reasonably priced hand controls that have been installed I did it myself or my
dad before he passed away in my cars. I didn't want any problems. Thus I did it myself. Though
it was easy to install, I still had to make some adjustments. The Velcro that wrapped around the
steering column would easily slide down the steering column and get stuck a bit not a safety
issue, more to prevent the Velcro from getting stuck in a bit of a crevice, since the newer
steering columns was electronically adjustable and not anymore fixed with no crevices to slide
down to. This was remedied by going to my nearest dollar store and getting some more Velcro
which I stuck onto the steering column, and of which then one side clung on to the other Velcro
thus preventing it from sliding down. This set up though is not push pull as was my last set up,
but push push, basically just like "non handicapped" foot use, pushing on the accelerator on
the right and pushing to brake on the left. Just use one hand akin to just use one foot ; So you
do need to get accustomed to the system though if you have only used the push pull system
only beforehand. Hope this is helpful. God bless. I had to have right ankle surgery and was
going to be in a cast and walking boot for 12 weeks. As a mom of teenage boys, I had to be able
to drive during that time. I contacted insurance and was told that I would be covered if I was
involved in an accident using the hand controls. The hand controls gave me the freedom to
continue with my normal activities without having to rely on others to constantly drive me
where I needed to go. I would highly recommend them to anyone that has a right leg or foot
injury, but still needs to be able to drive their car. Very easy to install and use. Practicing for an
hour is needed to get the hang of the controls before venturing out into busy traffic. I definitely
recommend these hand controls. My husband had an injury ro his foot. It's taking awhile to
heal, so the doctor told him not to drive. He's been in a cast for a while, and may need surgery,.
It's so hard when you both work full-time and only one of you can drive. Trying to get and
arrange rides was not always a hundred percent successful. So when we started looking for
hand controls we almost fell over at the prices. These hand controls are very nice. They work
well, and they're easy to put on, and were very reasonable in their price. Honestly I wish they
would have been a little bit less, but compared to everybody else they were very reasonable.
Luckily we have a van so it's not too bad space wise. If we had a compact car, it would really be
hard with the big boot that my husband has to wear because he wouldn't have any leg room
with these controls. He's quite tall. We are so grateful for these hand controls! A real godsend!
Easy quick install for use with rental cars I travel a lot or for test drives. I have multiple vehicles
8 but only have "permanent" hand controls in two of them. For the others, I dont want to make
modifications to them for permanent hand controls. As an active paraplegic, this works well for
my needs for both home and travel. I have been using MPS brand hand controls for decades.
The cert needs to state I am using the correct device and I am capable. Z gets a B-. The solid
mounting of MPS is a big plus. If you need to grab it after say rolling up the window or flipping
the turn signal you know exactly where it is. Also it will never get hung up on the steering
wheel, clothing, etc. The solid mechanical aspect is just better and safer. While your hand is on
the control your finger can flip the turn signal. At 6 o'clock for Z you need to take your hand
completely off the control to use the turn signal. Another thing to consider is that the Z
mounting brackets don't allow for standard safe use by valet or repair shops. It took a couple of
months of use for me to feel safe with the Z although I'll never get to the M
ar 15 parts diagram upper receiver
2006 hhr power steering
chevy c6500 wiring diagram
PS level of confidence. See all reviews. Customers who bought this item also bought. Magic
Bullet Suppository Part No. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

